CLINICAL AUDIT AWARD
2018 FINALISTS

POSTER COMPETITION RULES
Dear Finalist,
As per my recent email I would like to congratulate you and your team for being selected
as a finalist for the first ever running of the Clinical Audit Support Centre's "Clinical Audit
Prize". The purpose of the competition is to showcase excellence in clinical audit and we
hope to make this a regular event.
Originally, our plan was to invite all finalists to a central event in Leicester that would have
also included keynote speakers to provide updates in relation to clinical audit and quality
improvement. It was our intention that all finalists would have given a ten-minute
presentation. Unfortunately, key national bodies have not been able to support this event
and therefore we have decided to run a poster competition. The remainder of this
message provides more details for all finalists.
There are 7 finalists and judging of the competition will take place during Clinical Audit
Awareness Week. We will announce the winner on 23 November 2018. With this in mind,
all posters must reach us no later than 13 November. They should be sent by email to
info@clinicalauditsupport.com and we will confirm receipt.
Your poster must be submitted as a PDF or PowerPoint document (we do not want you to
spend money creating a hard copy poster). The poster must be one-page (i.e. not multiple
PowerPoint slides). The poster must include: a title, organisation name and details of
contributing authors. Thereafter, it is up to the finalists in terms of how they present their
clinical audit work. Our website has many examples of previous junior doctor poster
winners that you may wish to take a look at. More details available here.
If you have carried out additional work on your project since submitting your entry then
this can be added into the poster. A team of experienced clinical audit staff will be judging
the competition and they are looking for: an eye-catching and memorable poster, a clear
and concise account of the work carried out that enables others to replicate your project,
evidence that the project has had a positive impact and made a real difference. We plan to
share all posters via our website and Twitter so please also include a contact email.
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